Envision is a fashion-forward collection, driven by comfort, edited for style and refined for longevity. It is an elegant, supremely comfortable and visually impressive upholstery collection that is the new benchmark in luxury seating. Every arm style, seam detail, base option, dimension and configuration has been thoughtfully developed to provide ultimate comfort and endless customization options. Form and function meld to allow you to truly Envision your... home, life, style and fashion.

**CHOOSE A FABRIC (V) OR LEATHER (L).**

**CHOOSE AN ARM STYLE.**

- **A** Sloped Arm
- **B** Flared Arm
- **C** Swooped Arm
- **D** Sculpted Arm
- **E** Expanded Arm
- **F** Capped Arm (additional charge)

**CHOOSE A SEAT DEPTH AND BACK HEIGHT.** Note: Back heights include the base (all base styles are 3” height).

- **1** Standard Seat Depth  
  - Standard Back Height
- **2** Standard Seat Depth  
  - Tall Back Height
- **3** Deep Seat Depth  
  - Standard Back Height
- **4** Deep Seat Depth  
  - Tall Back Height

**CHOOSE A SILHOUETTE.** For downloadable quarter-scale templates of all styles, go to www.vanguardfurniture.com/pages/Schematics.

- **ES1** Extended Sofa (Bench Seat)
- **ES2** Extended Sofa (2 Cushions)
- **ES3** Extended Sofa (3 Cushions)
- **S1** Sofa (Bench Seat)
- **S2** Sofa (2 Cushions)
- **S3** Sofa (3 Cushions)
- **MS1** Mid-Sofa (Bench Seat)
- **MS2** Mid-Sofa (2 Cushions)
- **MS3** Mid-Sofa (3 Cushions)
- **L1** Loveseat (Bench Seat)
- **L2** Loveseat (2 Cushions)
- **SW** Swivel Chair (no base options)
- **SWP** Swivel Chair (Plinth Base)
- **CC** Corner Chair
- **AC** Armless Chair
- **ALS** Armless Loveseat
- **AL1** Armless Loveseat (Bench Seat)
- **AS** Armless Sofa
- **AS1** Armless Sofa (Bench Seat)
- **LAA** Left Arm Chaise
- **LAL** Left Arm Loveseat
- **LL1** Left Arm Loveseat (Bench Seat)
- **LAS** Left Arm Sofa
- **LAL1** Left Arm Corner Sofa
- **LCS** Left Arm Corner Sofa
- **LC1** Left Arm Corner Sofa (Bench Seat)
- **RAS** Right Arm Chaise
- **RAL** Right Arm Loveseat
- **RL1** Right Arm Loveseat (Bench Seat)
- **RAS** Right Arm Sofa
- **RA1** Right Arm Sofa (Bench Seat)
- **RCS** Right Arm Corner Sofa
- **RC1** Right Arm Corner Sofa (Bench Seat)
- **LG** Left Lounge
- **LG** Left Lounge
- **RG** Right Lounge
- **QTR** Quarter Turn
- **SB** Small Bumper
- **LB** Large Bumper

*NOTE: LEFT LOUNGE (LG) AND RIGHT LOUNGE (RG) ONLY AVAILABLE WITH BENCH SEAT CONFIGURATIONS*
CHOOSE A BACK PILLOW AND SEAM DETAIL. Seat cushions are boxed with the same seam detail (illustrations shown below).

CHOOSE A BASE. Note: Bases are customized to match the arm style selected; therefore, base widths and depths will vary as noted below. All bases are 3” height.

CHOOSE A PERSONALIZED WOOD FINISH (if applicable).
Select a personalized finish option for any exposed wood areas. Vanguard offers hundreds of finish options — standard stains, paints or metallic paints, Make It Yours® paints, artisan wood finishes or premium leaf finishes. Customize your style even further by adding an optional® embellishment such as highlight stripping, pattern stripping, sheen level option (from flat to gloss) or distressing level. *Optional charges apply.

CHOOSE AN OPTIONAL® NAIL TRIM.
Nail trims and nail bands are optional* at the base of all Envision styles. The size, finish and spacing of nails must be indicated on the order. Refer to the Price List for a complete list of nail trims and band options. *Optional charges apply.

CHOOSE A STANDARD OR OPTIONAL® PREMIUM CUSHION.
All styles are standard with Envision Down or Envision Spring Down seat cushions. *Optional premium seat cushions (Bliss Down, Bliss Spring Down) are available for an additional charge. Refer to the Price List for more information.

NOTE: SOME SILHOUETTES HAVE HIDDEN INSET LEGS. REFER TO PRICE LIST.

Envision Down cushions, Envision Spring Down cushions, and Envision backs are only available on Envision styles.